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OBJECTIVES

SUMMARY

Improving Water Supply

Moturiki is a small seven miles long Island with its geographical status,
hills within the range of six hundred feet high elevation above sea level.
Census reads seven to eight hundred people inhabit the ten villagers in
the district of Moturiki. One big issue and question within the ten villagers
through the past, till today, is how to quench the thirst of different age
groups. As we talk to them we can under-stand the different stages and
knowledge to save water, harvesting the rain from heaven is reasonable
water source in their respective villagers, as we based it on the
assessments taken from the house-to-house surveys. As we proceed
through the unstable minds and the shock the people faced during the
wrath of cyclone Winston, water problem was the main issue as it
engages with the high risk of other health hazards.
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REPORT
Moturiki is a small seven miles long Island with its
geographical status, hills within the range of six hundred
feet high elevation above sea level. Census reads seven to
eight hundred people inhabit the ten villagers in the
district of Moturiki. One big issue and question within the
ten villagers through the past, till today, is how to quench
the thirst of different age groups. As we talk to them we
can under-stand the different stages and knowledge to
save water, harvesting the rain from heaven is reasonable
water source in their respective villagers, as we based it
on the assessments taken from the house-to-house
surveys. As we proceed through the unstable minds and
the shock the people faced during the wrath of cyclone
Winston, water problem was the main issue as it engages
with the high risk of other health hazards.
Visiting the ten villagers was a great pleasure for the
volunteers helping communities with rain water
harvesting repairs. Firsthand help and doing the
construction work, in a hot sunny day was just an icing on
the cake of the day.
Villagers in the district of Moturiki appreciated the work
done and in kind hearted they prepared food, tea and
sometimes big kava sessions. The work done by GVI team
lifted the spirits of the villagers as repairs were done in
their respective villagers.
Ongoing workshops for good clean drinking water in
villagers referring on rain water harvesting. In terms of
foreseeing water contamination, GVI team is using H2S
tool kit to determine the water quality in each respective
village.
Rain water projects already exist slowly in Moturiki Island,
in terms of the RWH workshops repairing will definitely
invest knowledge good clean drinking water and a
sustainable project.

ABOUT GVI
We’re a family-run organisation with
an amazing culture and an
awesome team of people across the
world who are passionate experts in
their chosen field and will make
your experience a truly
unforgettable one (in a good way).
Our award-winning projects receive
over 2000 participants every year,
and we’re proud to say that the vast
majority of them describe their
experience with us as ‘life changing’.
Our approval rate from over 20 000
participants since 1997 is over 95%.
A key component of the success of
our community development and
conservation projects is the
participants who join our programs.
Opportunities include high impact
volunteering from one week and up,
internships for those looking for
career development opportunities,
Challenges that allow a one week
adventure all for a good cause and a
range of programs for school
groups and younger volunteers.
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